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ABSTRACT 

The discovery of crude oil and gas in the Niger Delta and the attitude of the 

federal government towards the management and distribution of revenue accruing 

from the new enterprise has reminded the citizens of the region about the fears of 

the people of the region in post- independence Nigeria. Though these fears were 

acknowledged by the Sir Willinks Commission of 1958, they were not resolved 

before independence. The Niger Delta people fear that the majority tribes will 

dominate them economically, politically and culturally. They feared that the 

majority ethnic groups will take advantage of their size and political strength to 

seize their lands. The discovery of Crude oil and gas in the Niger Delta and the 

controversy over who should control the oil and gas resources in the region has 

resulted to the promulgation of several decrees such as the Mineral/Petroleum 

Decree, 1969, the Land Use Decree 1978, the Oil Pipeline Decree 1991, the 

Petroleum Decree 1991 and the National Inland Waterways Authority Decree 

1997, all targeted at marginalising the citizens of the region from enjoying the 

benefits of the crude oil and gas exploited in the region. In addition to this is the 

issue of environmental degradation and loss of sources of livelihood resulting from 

oil and gas pollution. The above situation has led to agitations, conflicts and shut-

down of major oil installations and the exodus of multinational corporations 

operating in the region. The end result of this is the loss of jobs and investments in 

the country. However, due to the economic importance of the region, the federal 

had resorted to carrot and stick tactics in resolving the nagging issues in the 

region.  
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INTRODUCTION 

At the eve of Independence the minorities of the Niger Delta feared that the majority ethnic groups 

in the various regions they are found will marginalize and therein aspire to assimilate them by any 

available means since they are minority. The minorities of the Niger Delta who had just started 

feeling the negative impact of the majority-minority politics feared that development would be 

denied them. They also expressed fears that the majority ethnic groups would seize their lands 

through the instrumentality of the state (Etekpe 2007). Thus at the 1958 London constitutional 

conference, the way was open for minority ethnic groups to articulate their fears and grievances. 

The fruit of the struggle for emancipation of the minorities was the Willinks Commission set up in 

1958 to investigate their fears. The commission confirmed that the fears were real and 

recommended a Niger Delta Special Area Status for the development of the Area. Consequently, 

the Tafawa Balewa – led federal government to set up the Niger Delta Development Board 

(NDDB), to cater for the special needs of the Niger Delta. However, this did not achieve the desired 

development. In addition to this, the Eastern Region government refused to make any contribution 

to the board (Agbo, 2008). The failure of the government to implement the recommendation of the 

Willinks Commission led to the emergence of Isaac Boro, then an undergraduate of the University 

of Nigeria NSUKKA (UNN), began the movement that would in 1966, start the violent campaign 

to end the marginalization of the Niger Delta. 
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Boro’s efforts notwithstanding, he was stampeded by the Federal Government of Nigeria. Crude 

Oil was discovered in Oloibiri in the present day Bayelsa State in 1958. True to the fears of the 

Niger Delta people, the Federal Government created a Lacuna in the sharing of the proceeds of oil 

exploitation in the region. Crude oil and gas brought new political and economicdynamics in ethnic 

relations at the local, national and international levels. Therefore national interest defined and 

pursued by non-oil and gas producing ethnic groups who interpreted and applied the oil wealth only 

to their advantage, without considering the producers of the resources in the region (Etekpe, 2007). 

However, some Niger Delta leaders and youths thought they could achieve their aims through 

appeals to the conscience of those in power and authority as well as influence at home and abroad. 

One such example was the Ogoni Bill of Right, as put out by MOSOP on 26th August, 1990. The 

other recourse to such action was the Kaiama Declaration, being resolution of All-Ijaw Youths 

Conference on 11th December1998. Both highlighted historic wrongs committed against the Niger 

Delta dating from the 19thCentury (Tamuno,2011). 

The refusal of the government to see reasons with complains of the people of the Niger Delta has 

led to new forms of conflicts. 
 

GRIEVANCES IN THE NIGER DELTA  

When oil was discovered in commercial quantity in the Niger Delta, various military administration 

that ruled the country imposed military decrease such as the Land Use Decree, 1979 and the 

Petroleum Decree 1969 which were all aimed at denying the oil producing area of the Niger Delta 

their due share from the oil and gas produced in the region. The principle of revenue allocation was 

consistently brought down from 50 percent to nothing, then to 1.5 percent before it was raised to 13 

percent. The minority in the Niger Delta have suffered untold injustice and deprivation within the 

federal Republic of Nigeria. Take the case of creation of states, local government and 

constituencies in which the majority forcefully made to be the Units for distribution of funds 

generated mostly from the minority areas (Etekpe, 2007). These decrees were created to ensure the 

continuous marginalization of the Niger Delta. Therefore the people of the oil producing state 

continue to suffer from exploitation, environmental degradation resulting from oil and gas pollution 

and loss of sources of Livelihood, economic stagnation and social upheavals. However, some Niger 

Delta Leaders and youths thought they could achieve their aims through appeals to the conscience 

of those in power and authority as well as influence at home and abroad.  
 

NEW FORMS OF CONFLICTS  

The transformation, shape and character of conflicts in the Niger Delta have ensured that pipeline 

vandalisation, hostage taking, oil platform shut downs, bombardments and guerrilla engagement, 

youth/women activism and militia insurgency represent new forms of conflict in the region 

(Ukaogo 2008).  

The escalation of the conflict compelled government to look for means to put down the rampage. 

But rather than adopting dialogue, the government chose to meet force with force and did not 

whole heartedly embrace the peace option. For example, on 13 May 2009, the Government ordered 

the Joint Task force of the Armed Forces of Nigeria to wage war with militants under the command 

of Government Ekpemupolo, alias Tom Polo, warlord of Oproza Town in Gbaramatu kingdomin 

Delta State. But that show of power failed to secure the surrender of Tom Polo (Tamuno, 2011). 

That has led to the abandonment of the “force with force” option and to return quickly to the peace 

option. 
 

THE EFFECTS OF THE NIGER DELTA CONFLICT ON THEDEVELOPMENT OF THE 

COUNTRY 

Conflict is inimical to development. Insecurity in the Niger Delta has rendered the development 

potentials of the country impotent since the oil and gas sourced in region account for about 90 

percent of the country’s foreign exchange.  
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For instance, during the conflict in Ivory Coast, the cocoa industry was disrupted and also the 

country’s plan to invest heavily in the oil and gas industry was disrupted as funds were diverted to 

the management of the conflict. Conflict has the capacity of destroying infrastructure, interrupting 

the production process and diverting resources away from productive uses. According to World 

Bank report, resource diverted by conflict away from development use are estimated at $I billionin 

a year in central Africa and more than $800 million in West Africa. The situation is that resources 

that are originally planned for the funding of development projects are increasingly diverted to 

conflict management and peace building (Adetula, 2006). The Niger Delta conflict swallowed 

about N20.7 billion annually as security votes at the heat of the conflict (Azubike and Ajaero, 

2009).  

The Government in the 2008 fiscal year budgeted about N444.6 billion for security in the Niger 

Delta (Agbo, 2008). This is good money if put into proper use for the development of the Niger 

Delta. It would have doused the tension in the region and brought more understanding between the 

Government and the people of the region. One major instrument of conflict is hostage taking which 

was effectively used by the rampaging youths. Hostage taking had impacted negatively on the oil 

industry and other Multi-National organizations in the region. The numerous hostage taking cases 

in the region created so much insecurity that was to lead to the exodus of Multi-

NationalCorporations operating in the region. For example Wilbros, a United States oil field 

servicing contractor based in Port-Harcourt has relocated to North America giving reasons 

bordering onoperating risks associated with doing business in the region. Next to Wilbros was 

Michelin, the French manufacturing company with massiveinvestments in Nigeria has to shut down 

its plant in Port-Harcourt due to insecurity (Eni, 2008).Other companies that left the Niger Delta as 

a result of the conflict were Foster-Wheeler, a United State based global conglomerate who was 

forced to withdraw its services from the region and Herriene, an international company from 

Holland could also not stay due to restiveness in the region.Grinaker, a South African company 

also withdrew its services in the Niger Delta due to insecurity. The company has an annual turnover 

in excess of $1 billion and employ about 15,000 workers (Lawal, 2009). The dicey situation in the 

region has also affected the fortune of Shell Petroleum Development Company (SPDC) as it led to 

the sack of about 1,800 of its workers (Kolapo and Amaefule, 2009). The exit of these companies 

from Nigeria has resulted to the loss of thousands of jobs andinvestment opportunities which is the 

consequence of the economic stagnation in the country. 

 

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO CONFLICT AND PEACE BUILDING IN 

THE NIGER DELTA 

Peace Building is an integrated approach to understanding and dealing with the full range of issues 

that threatened peace and security. The key issue in peace building are; prevention and resolution of 

violent conflicts and the consolidation of peace once violence has subsided and post conflict 

reconstruction with a view to avoiding lapses that lead to violent conflicts (Adetula, 2006). For any 

peace strategy to be effective, the parties to the conflict must also have confidence and respect for 

each other. A situation where government sees the agitators in the Niger Delta as criminals cannot 

create the necessary environment for meaningful resolution of the nagging issues in the Niger 

Delta. In the absence of clear understanding of what issue is all about can be seen in the gap 

between what the communities are demanding and what government wants to give to the region.  

Whereas the people ask for resources control, the government offered them OMPADEC, NDDC 

and Amnesty (OWUGAH, 2008). The federal government viewed the Niger Delta as a place where 

plenty oil and gas resources are located for exploitation and for its exclusive benefit. Government 

also feel that the area is inaccessible and has concentrated on how to guarantee the free flow of 

crude oil and gas which make up 90 percent of the country’s revenue. In an effort to consolidate the 

control of oil and gas resources,the region was militarized.  
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The federal government has responded to the resolution of the Niger Delta conflict through several 

means ranging from the setting up of executive committees, the legislature and national 

constitutional conferences. 
 

PEACE BUILDING EFFORTS THROUGH THE EXECUTIVE  

Over the years, the Federal Government have inaugurated several committees for the resolution of 

the Niger delta question. Such committees are the Council for Socio-Economic Development of the 

Niger Delta, the Presidential Reconciliation Initiatives, the Niger Delta Technical Committee and 

Amnesty, 2009. 

However, our concern here is to look at the purposes for the creation of these committees and their 

impact on peace building in the Niger delta. 

The Council for Socio Economic Development of the Niger Delta 

President Olusegun Obasanjo inaugurated the Council for Socio-Economic Development of the 

Niger Delta and promised to dualise the East-west Road linking the oil producing Niger Delta 

States at the cost of ₦230 billion and several other projects to uplift the standard of living in the 

Niger Delta (Eroand Agbo, 2006). 

The inauguration of this committee was followed by the dualisation of the East-West Road but the 

project has been abandoned because of lack of funds and politics. 

The Presidential Reconciliation Committee 

This committee was inaugurated in May, 2005 and was headed by Bishop Matthew Hassan Kuka 

with the support of the International Centre for Reconciliation of Coventry and KRECHA, a Dutch 

non-governmental organization that engages in peace building. With the committee Government 

hope to smoothen relationship between the Niger Delta and the Federal Government to assuage the 

ill feeling towards the Nigerian state and to allow shell return to Ogoni land. The government 

aimed at using this committee to assure the Ogonipeople of the cleanupof all oil impacted sites in 

Ogoni land as part of deliberate effort to usher in a new era of peace between the communities and 

shell. However, a year later the President laid the foundation of a monument at Bori, in honour of 

the Ogoni leaders who lost their lives during the crisis. The event for the first time brought together 

the families of the “Ogoni 9”, the MOSOP leaders executed by the Sani Abacha regime after being 

convicted by a tribunal (Ero, 2008). Government efforts at reconciling the Ogonis has not assuage 

the feeling of deprivation among the Ogonis. The Ogoni still feel they are being maltreated and 

marginalised by the Federal Government. 

The Niger Delta Technical Committee (NDTC) 

The Government of late President Umaru Yar’Adua Inaugurated the Niger Delta Technical 

Committee and was headed by Mr. Ledum Mitee, President, Movement for the Survival of 

OgoniPeople (MOSOP). The mandate of the committee was to appraise the recommendations that 

would enable the federal government achieve sustainable development, peace,human and 

environmental security in the Niger Delta. The NDTC came up with a recommendation for a short 

term compact which will deliver on visible, measurable output which should produce material gains 

within 18 months period,thecompact will be guided by a principle which the government and 

stakeholders report publicly on progress implementation  every three months, the reporting shall be 

to the country and particularly to the people of the Niger Delta region through public hearing 

involving the National  Assembly and facilitated by the multi- stakeholders, Niger Delta Policy and 

Project CompliancesMonitoring Committee. The expectation of this arrangement was that 

government and all parties will undertake to endorse and complete specific actions within a given 

time frame. Some major issues which the committee recommended for implementation within 18 

months period include increase in revenue allocation, creating credible condition for amnesty by 

setting up a decommissioning, Disarmament and Rehabilitation (DDR) commission and a 

negotiated undertaking by militant groups to stop all hostage taking and attacks on oil installation 

and with particular reference to the allocation of oil revenue for the States in the Niger Delta.  
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The committee recommended an increase to 25 percent within a frame work in which additional 

funds are dedicated largely to new infrastructure and sustainable development of the Niger Delta 

(Ajaero, 2009). However these laudable ideas were not taken into consideration by federation 

government for lack of political will. The Nigerian government has always responded to the Niger 

Delta question with empty promises of development and halfhearted attempts at dialogue. 

The Amnesty 

President Umaru Yar’Adua granted amnesty to Niger Delta militants on 4 October 2009 to secure 

peace in the Niger Delta to pave way for smooth exploitation of oil and gas resources in the region. 

Till the failure of his earlier plans to meet force with force with militants in the Niger Delta, the 

President never wholeheartedly embrace the peace option for example on 13 may 2009,he ordered 

the Joint Task Force unit of the Nigerian Armed Forcesto wage waron Tom Polo in Gbaromatu 

Kingdom, Delta State but whenhe refused to surrender the government quickly return to the peace 

option (Tamuno, 2011). The existing relative peace in the Niger Delta is as a result of the amnesty 

extended to repentant militants in the region by the Federal Government. The government hope to 

rehabilitate the repented militants through skill acquisition programmes and education programmes 

through scholarship awards. Government also believe that a careful prosecution of the programme 

will discourage the repentant militants from going back to the creeks and that trained 

repentantmilitants should be financially empowered to start their business and encourage 

unrepented ones to repent. (Tumbo, 2011). However, President Yar’Adua adopted measures which 

indicated that his Amnesty deal was hastily assembled without cognizance to the request of other 

stakeholders such as MEND for possible delay of the programme till 31 December 2009 to enable 

them present their own inputs. Thus the amnesty which President Yar’ Adua approved on 4 

October 2009 did not address the root cause of the Niger Delta conflict (Tamuno, 2011). Because 

the programme was hastily planned it does not explain the stages and end time of the programme. 

Therefore the programme was designed by the government to placate militant groups leaving the 

real issues in the region unresolved. 

PEACE BUILDING EFFORTS THROUGH THE LEGISLATURE 
The legislature has played a major role in the resolution of the Niger Delta question. The National 

Assembly has engage in several debates on the resolution of the troubles in the Niger Delta. Such 

events is the debate on the Petroleum Industry Bill (PIB). In spite of the effort of the National 

Assembly to resolve the problems affecting the oil and gas industry and its host communities, the 

condition in the oil and gas industry and the Niger Delta remain the same as its laudable provisions 

for permanent resolution of the problems concerning host communities of the oil industry has been 

scaled down severally by the majority Northern Legislators base on regional Ethic considerations. 

The Petroleum Industry Bill (PIB) 

In a recent representation of the PIB at the National Assembly, the host communities rejected its 

key provision on host communities’ equity shareholding and investment prospects. The percentage 

to be allocated to host communities has been largely responsible for the delay in the passage of PIB 

since 2007. Late President UmaruYar’Adua proposed 10 percent but was rejected by the law 

makers who are predominantly from the North in the National Assembly. In the 8th Assembly led 

by senator Saraki, it was reduced to 5 percent, but was not passed into law. Then in the 9th 

Assembly it was further reduced to 2.5 percent. However, the Host communities of Nigeria 

producing Oil and Gas (HOSTCOM) at a public hearing at the senate has made it clear that nothing 

short of 10 percent would be acceptable to them. In a presentation by its initial President, Benjamin 

Style Tams, the HOSTCOM declared:  

“As it concerns the Host communities of  

Nigeria producing Oil and Gas communities  

Of Nigeria producing Oil and Gas in chapter 3, 

The Host communities stand on 10 percentage 

Equity shareholding of the 60 year of  
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Marginalization and bearing the brunt  

Of the nature impact of exploration and exploitation” (Usim, 2021) 
 

The Northern caucus in the House as well as the Northern senators’ forum and Northern Governors 

forum (NGF), have some misgivings over the bill owing to its provision for 10 percent revenue as 

Host community fund for oil producing states. The North is furious that besides the 13 percent 

derivation,the Niger Delta Ministry and the Niger Delta Development Commission (NDDC), the 

provision of a further 10 percent for oil-rich States would leave the region with nothing to take 

home. As a backup of the stand of the North on the PIB, senator ABBA IBRAHIM, a two-term 

governor of Yobe State declared that,  

“No one should be tricked into accepting  

the fact any part of the country owns 

crude deposit”, he went further  

to say “Nobody planted or farmed oil, it is 

God who put it there and it will not last  

Forever “(Yakubu, 2013). 

In spite of these regional grandstanding in the PIB debate, the full inclusion of the host 

communities in the document will address long standing issues like Oil theft, bombing of oil assets, 

kidnapping for ransom, pollution and other challenges in the oil and gas industry. The Host 

communities who will then have the sense of belonging will always be willing to protect national 

assets in the region. 
 

PEACE BUILDING EFFORTS THROUGH CONSTITIONAL REFORM CONFERENCES 

Several constitutional reform conferences have been held right from the colonial era to post 

independence Nigeria. Some of these national dialogues are the General Sani Abacha 

Constitutional Conference held in 1994 and the National Political Reform Conference held in 2005, 

organised to iron out some nagging national issues in the country.  

The General SaniAbacha Constitutional Conference 

Shortly after the Ogoni Bill of Rights was declared by the Movement for the Survival of Ogoni 

People (MOSOP) leaders on 26 August 1990, the tempo of agitation over resources control 

increased in the Niger Delta. Its supporters came from the oil and gas producing areas of the Niger 

Delta. These agitators compelled the government of General Sani Abacha to inaugurate a 

constitutional on 4th October, 1994 to discuss the way forward. The most important issues centred 

on the 1979 Constitution which then needed review and amendment. The major argument was 

where best to place the control of mines and minerals including crude oil and gas resources. Some 

wanted to place power to control these resources on the Concurrent list, others preferred the state 

list, while some wanted to put these items on the exclusive/federal list. The Contestants expressed a 

readiness to fight these issues and to defend their interests to the end. The contestants spoke on both 

sides of the lines. 

One of the contestants was Dr. J.O. Ogbonnaya from Abia State. He argued that,  

“If Nigeria is to become a true federation, it must copy countries like Australia, Canada and the 

United States where mineral got from three feet below the soil belong to the state.The argument has 

been that mineral, oil and other are gifts of nature.They might be gift of nature because they are 

there. But with the same argument we in Nigeria have no claim to any oil in our soil because being 

gift of nature, it belongs to the entire human race.Why should any country have claim on the 

mineral in the soil? We might as well be prospecting oil in Kuwait, that is why if you narrow it 

down to the territory or districts where minerals are, it is only morally right to allow that state to 

have a say on how that mineral is exploited” (Tamuho 2011).However, Dr. Ogbonnaya’s 

contribution in favour of resource control by the state and that does not augur well with the 

antagonists northern delegates who were pursed for a war over the issue of resource control by 

states. The next speaker was Alhaji Mohammed Gambo, former Inspector General of Police (IGP).  
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He was from Adamawa state. His contribution caused an uproar and considerable resentment. The 

whole of his contribution was threat of war if resource control is allowed. 

He spoke without mincing words, not minding whether or not his audience including delegates 

from the Southern State, liked it or not and he roared,  

“Indeed, many of our people lost their lives in the defence of this country and I have their mandate 

to restate here today that we are again ready to spill our blood in defence of this country 

(Tamuno2011)”. 

Alhaji Gambo effectively argued in favour of putting these items on the exclusive list and if it is 

adjusted in any from, he and his section of the country will wage war to keep Nigeria one.But to 

keep Nigeria one should not be predicated on marginalization, threat of war anddomination by one 

section of the country. This has been the attitude of northern politicians when it comes to the issue 

of resource distribution. The ethnic/regional division and contradictions in the country are so many 

that all leaders play lip-service on the welfare of the oil producing areas in the Niger Delta, while 

the favoured ethnic nationalities use their population and representation in the national assembly 

and even national conferences to thwartall efforts made by the people of the Niger Delta to right the 

wrongs done to them by military decrees imposed to dispossess the oil producing region its own 

share of the oil wealth.  

Except Nigerian people and politicians shun hypocrisy toward issues in the Niger Delta and come 

out with what is right and just for the oil producing communities, the conflict will persist till the 

end of crude oil and gas in Nigeria.  

The National Political Reform Conference 2005 

Fresh opportunity was created for resolution of the Niger Delta question when President Olusegun 

Obasanjo Inaugurated the National Political Reform Conference on March,2005 for all 

ethnicNationalities,interest groups is the country to fashion outan agreeable way forward. President 

Obasanjo’s efforts not withstanding delegates to the NPRC from the Niger Delta alleged that some 

of their colleagues from the majority ethnic groups made utterances that were unpalatable about the 

people and the region.Theutterances were so badas some of them went as faras calling for the 

relocation of all the inhabitants of the region from their present location to any place in the country. 

There were even threats to reduce or discontinue the statutory 13 percent federal allocation 

inrespect of the derivation principle if they can not sufficiently explain how they spent previous 

allocations (Etekpe, 2005). In the early 1960s, the north has been producing groundnut and cotton 

and at that time, the derivation percentage given to the north is not what is given to the Niger Delta 

(Tanuno 2011). It is surprising that delegates from the north went to the Nation Political Reform 

Conferencewithout bringing a project agendafor discussion, rather they totally put their trust on 

distribution formulas and manipulations, that tend to favour only the non-oil producing 

communities.Thus at the end, South-South(Niger Delta) delegates have to withdraw from the 

conference because of the uncompromising attitude of the northern delegates on issues concerning 

resource control. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The Niger Delta conflict has persisted because of the attitude of the government and the majority 

group in the country who are oppose to the demands of the Niger Delta, either based on greed or 

outright disregard for the people of the region and lack of political will on the part of government. 

This opposition is often predicated on greed and oppression from the majority tribes who see 

nothing wrong in their nonchalant attitude towards issues in the region. A situation where 

government and the majority tribes viewed the agitators in the Niger Delta as criminal cannot 

create the necessary environment for meaningful resolution of the nagging problems in the Niger 

Delta. One major problem in the resolution of the Niger Delta question is the fact that the federal 

government treat the people of the region as children and want to always dictate the pace of 

development and what percentage of resources that should be left for the region without recourse to 
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the effect of petroleum exploration and exploitation of oil and gas in the region. Therefore, when 

the people ask for resource control, they gave them OMPADEC, NDDC, MNDA and amnesty. 

One major obstacle to the resolution of the Niger Delta question was the absence of credible 

platform to negotiate with the federal government. However, in filling this gap, Movement for the 

Emancipation of the Niger Delta (MEND) formed an “Aaron Tech” for negotiation. Originally, it 

was to comprise two members of intellectual strength with wide spread acceptability but not mere 

Camp leaders and followers. So, MEND chose these mediators on its Aaron Tech. They are 

professor  Wole Soyinka, Noble Laureate, and Vice- Admiral Mike Akhigbe, former Chief of 

General Staff, Major- General Luke KakaduAprezi (RTD), Dr SabellaOgbobodeAbidde and 

Mr. Amagbe DenzillKentebe as mediators to represent them (Tamuno 2011). But this approach 

was rejected by the government who later imposed a hurriedly assembled amnesty program that has 

no end time and was only aimed at placating the rampaging youths just for uninterrupted flow of 

crude oil and gas in the region. But if the Niger Delta lacks credible platform for negotiation with 

the federal government that problem has been surmounted by the creation of the Pan Niger Delta 

Elders Forum (PANDEF). The PANDEF is made up of credible Niger Delta leaders from all the 

ethnic groups in the region and so the federal government has a better chance of resolving the 

issues in the region through dialogue and not the militarized mediation strategy as was the case of 

communities such as Iko in Akwa-Ibom State and Umuchemin Rivers state who were militarily 

subdued in October 1987 (Ukaogo, 2008). The federal government shouldabandonits militarized 

approach and engaged with PANDEF for the resolution of the Niger Delta question through 

dialogue, Justice, equity and fair play. 

THE WAY FORWARD 

The agitation for resource distribution is not new and peculiar to the Niger Delta. In the 1990s a 

similar dispute arose between miming communities, miming companies and government in 

Canada, leading to a mass exodus of miming companies to other regions of the world.That 

notwithstanding the miming Association of Canada (MAC) initiated discussions with the federal 

government and provincial governments in the country culminatingto the creation a multi-

stakeholders engagement comprising previously excluded stakeholders, such as labours, 

environmentalist, religions leaders and government organizations. The dialogue was code named 

“White Horse Miming Initiative (WMI)” as the event took place in a town called White Horse. It 

was public and private imitative jointly staffed, organized and funded one-third by private sector, 

one-third by federal government and one-third provincial government such that the process was 

neutral and collaborative and no partner could pre-determine the outcome. This made all parties to 

believe that they had a real opportunity to change the system. The methodology was based on 

dialogue approach such that all stakeholders jointly claimed ownership of both the problems and 

the agreed solutions therefore guaranteeing the implementation of resolutions by all parties, equity, 

transparency, accountability and to ensure that government did not impose an outside solution. The 

body established independent secretariat that possessed institutional capacity to effectively resist 

external pressure with responsibility to oversee the process and report on progress. The dialogue 

was successful in mutually resolving the dispute and all stakeholders signed on to an accord which 

outlined over 160 principles/objectives mutually agreed as sort of code of conduct for all parties 

covering diverse issues such as land tenure, resources, revenue sharing, work force/labour issues 

(Ogiden,2009). This arrangement improved the investment climate in Canada and all stakeholders 

were satisfied with its outcome. However, UNCTAD and the UnitedNation Conference on 

sustainable development adoptedthe WMI as a global best practice model for the sustainable 

resolution of resources based conflicts. Thereupon, the model was adopted by South Africa to 

resolve similar dispute.     
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